the field GF (p). This paper also gives an explicit count for n-variable balanced rotation symmetric Boolean functions with n = pq, where p and q are distinct primes. Previous work only gave an explicit count for the case where n is prime and lower bounds for the case where n is a prime power.
Introduction
Functions which are invariant under the action of the cyclic group are called rotation symmetric functions. These classes of functions are extremely rich in terms of cryptographically significant functions. Rotation symmetric Boolean functions were first introduced by Pieprzyk and Qu in 1999 [11] and used as components in hashing algorithms to speed up the implementation of a cryptographic hash function. Since then, rotation symmetric Boolean functions have proven to be very useful in several areas of cryptography. This led to many papers on various aspects of the theory of these functions for example [1, 2, 7, 10, 12] . A variety of criteria for choosing Boolean functions with cryptographic applications have been identified. For example, the property of being balanced (a Boolean function is said to be balanced if it takes equal number of zeros and ones for all of its inputs) is an important cryptographic criterion. Other criteria are nonlinearity, autocorrelation, correlation immunity, algebraic degree, algebraic immunity, etc. Much discussion of the various criteria can be found in [3] . The trade-offs among these criteria have received a lot of attention in the literature for a long time [3, Chapter 4] . The more the criteria to be taken into account, the more difficult the problem is to obtain a Boolean function satisfying these properties. It is important to ensure that the selected criteria for the Boolean functions do not restrict the choice of the functions too severely. Hence the set of functions with specific criteria need to be enumerated. In 2003, Maitra and Stănică [12] presented various counting results for rotation symmetric Boolean functions, including the count of homogeneous functions. Yuan Li [8] generalized the concept of rotation symmetric functions from GF (2) to GF (p) in 2008 and obtained many enumeration results of rotation symmetric functions over GF (p). In particular, Li enumerated homogeneous rotation symmetric functions with degree 3. Later, Fu et al. [6] gave a lower bound on the number of homogeneous rotation symmetric functions. However, it remained an open problem to enumerate n-variable homogeneous rotation symmetric functions for general n [8, Section 5] .
In 2012, Shaojing Fu et al. [5] solved this enumeration problem over the finite fields GF (p). In this paper we enumerate the homogeneous rotation symmetric functions over the finite field GF (p m ) using Polya's enumeration theorem, which completely solves the open problem proposed by Li in 2008. This result also simplifies the proof and counting formula (given in a nonexplicit form, since it depends on the solution set of a system of equations which is difficult to solve explicitly) of Shaojing Fu et al. [5] over the field GF (p). [4] proved that the problem of counting balanced rotation symmetric Boolean functions is equivalent to solving a system of equations and enumerating the solutions (but it is difficult to do this enumeration in general). They gave a method for counting the balanced rotation symmetric functions when the number of variables n is a power of a prime. In this paper we give an explicit formula for this in the case n = pq, where p and q are distinct primes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide basic definitions, notations and also state Polya's enumeration theorem for the sake of completeness. In Section 3 we enumerate the homogeneous rotation symmetric functions over the finite fields using Polya's enumeration theorem. In Section 4, we get the enumeration formulas for balanced rotation symmetric Boolean functions when the number of variables is a product of two distinct primes. In Section 5, we summarize the paper.
Preliminaries
Let GF (2) be the binary finite field and GF (2) n be the n dimensional vector space over GF (2) . A Boolean function on n variables may be viewed as a mapping from GF (2) Let us denote the addition operator over GF (2) 
. . x n , where the coefficients are from the binary field GF (2) . This form of representation is called algebraic normal form (ANF ).
Then we can extend the definition of ρ k n on tuples and monomials as follows:
The rotation symmetric Boolean function f possesses the same value corresponding to each of the subsets generated from the rotational symmetry. Note that if the ANF of the rotation symmetric function contains a term a · x i 1 x i 2 . . . x i d then it has all the terms from the orbit
Polya's enumeration theorem
Two well known main theorems in combinatorics concerned with counting mathematical objects with regard to symmetry are Burnside's lemma and Polya's enumeration theorem. Burnside's lemma utilizes the concept of orbits to count mathematical objects with regard to symmetry, whereas Polya's enumeration theorem uses the cycle index of a group for reducing the computational burden. Index Polynomial) . Let G be a permutation group on n symbols. For σ ∈ G let l k (σ ) denote the number of cycles of σ of length k. Then the cycle index polynomial of G is a polynomial in n variables x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n given by
Definition 3 (Cycle
The cycle index of the cyclic group C n is given by
where φ is Euler's totient function.
Let X be a set. A coloring of X is an assignment of a color to each element of X . That is a coloring corresponds to a function f : X → C , where C is a set of colors. When |X| = k and |C| = m, there are m k colorings of X using the colors from C . A weight function w is any function from a set C of colors into a set S.
Theorem 1 (Polya's Enumeration Theorem). If a group G acts on a set X whose elements are colored by elements of C , which are
weighted by w, then the expression 
The sum k 1 + k 2 + · · · + k n is defined as the degree of the term with a nonzero coefficient. The greatest degree of all terms of f is called the algebraic degree of f . A function is said to be homogeneous if all monomials in the ANF of the function are of same degree.
If the ANF of a rotation symmetric function has a term ax
all the terms of the following set
The minimal monomial in this set is the element with the smallest vector (l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l d ) . Let g n,w be the number of minimal monomials of degree w. We can calculate g n,w over GF (p m ) using Polya's enumeration theorem.
Theorem 2. The number of minimal monomials of degree
:
Proof. Let X be the set of all monomials in n-variables and G be the group of cyclic permutations on n elements. Then the 
Corollary 1. The number of n-variable homogeneous rotation symmetric functions over GF
Remark 1. This result simplifies not just the proof, but also the counting formula given in Fu et al. [5] . Theorem 11 in [5] involves the nonexplicit number N Ω but here the formula is more explicit.
Enumeration of balanced rotation symmetric functions
A Boolean function is said to be balanced if it takes equal number of zeros and ones for all of its inputs. So in order to get balanced rotation symmetric Boolean functions, we need to partition GF (2) n into two groups each of size 2 n−1 . Let N n be the number of balanced n-variable rotation symmetric Boolean functions and let h n denote the number of orbits with 
However, it was shown in the recent paper [9] by Q. Li et al. that the more general formula for h n in [12, Theorem 8(iii)] is sometimes incorrect; for example, computation shows that h 12 = 355, but the formula gives h 12 = 344.
In 2010 Shaojing Fu, et al. [4] proved that the problem of enumeration of balanced rotation symmetric Boolean functions is equivalent to solving a system of equations and enumerating the solutions. As a result they gave an enumeration formula
 is the set of solutions of the system of equations θ :
For large values of r, solving the system of equations is highly complex and hence a tighter lower bound for N p r was given in [4] as
Consider the n-variable balanced rotation symmetric Boolean functions for the case when n is product of two distinct primes. Let d n,l denote the number of orbits of length l.
Theorem 3. The number of n-variable balanced rotation symmetric Boolean functions for the case n = pq is given by:
Case 1: p = 2, q is an odd prime.
Case 2: p and q are odd primes
Proof. In order to count the number of n-variable balanced rotation symmetric Boolean functions, N n , we divide the 2 n elements of (GF (2)) n into two groups A n and B n of equal size 2 n−1 . Since the function that we are considering is rotation symmetric, the vectors in the same orbit must be in the same group. We know that the length of the orbit should be a divisor of n. Since n = pq, the only possible lengths of the orbits are 1, p, q and n. Using Lemma 1 of [10] we can calculate the number of orbits of length l as
. Note that d n,q is always even and d n,n is always odd. Hence the only possible ways to group the elements into two groups of equal size are (4-tuples give the number of orbits of each size)
, r being odd.
So the number of balanced rotation symmetric Boolean functions on n variables is given by 
Conclusions
Using Polya's theorem, we have explicitly enumerated the homogeneous rotation symmetric functions over the finite field GF (p m ) which simplifies the existing result for homogeneous rotation symmetric functions. We have also calculated the count of balanced n-variable rotation symmetric Boolean functions for the case n = pq (with p and q being distinct primes).
